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Abstract

A.

Visual reasoning about geometric structures with detailed spatial relationships is a fundamental component of
human intelligence. As children, we learn how to reason
about this structure not only from observation, but also by
interacting with the world around us – by taking things
apart and putting them back together again. We introduce a new learning environment designed to explore the
interplay between interactive reasoning, scene understanding and construction by mining a previously untapped highquality data source: fan-made Lego1 creations that have
been uploaded to the internet. To make use of this data we
have built LegoTron, a fully interactive 3D environment that
allows a learning agent to assemble, disassemble and manipulate these models. Our goal is to provide an interactive
playground for agents to explore and manipulate complex
scenes and recover their underlying structure.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 1. A car model from the Open Model Repository[6] in our
environment. Our environment supports: color rendering (A), part
masking (B), depth rendering (C), and connectivity structure with
a graph-based representation (D).

1. Introduction
Model Repository which provide a rich source of naturally
occurring structural data.
We are not the first to use Lego bricks as a platform
for AI [3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15, 17], but to our knowledge,
LegoTron is the first interactive machine learning environment that provides access to the full library of Lego bricks
and is compatible with a wide range of complex fan-made
Lego models. Furthermore, we provide a comprehensive set
of action and observation spaces using the OpenAI Gym [1]
API to enable a wide range of tasks.
Interactive and embodied machine learning has been a
popular research topic in recent years which has lead to
a number of environments and challenges [2, 5, 11, 12,
13, 16]. While many of these environments offer visual
and physical realism for indoor environments, LegoTron
provides complex geometric scenes with granular labeling
along with assembly and disassembly action primitives to
support a variety of interactive reasoning tasks. In contrast
to other embodied AI environments, every single object in
LegoTron can be manipulated by a learning agent.

The physical world is made out of parts. Buildings are
made out of roofs, rooms and walls, chairs are made out of
seats, legs and arms, and cars have doors, wheels and windshields. The ability to reason about these parts in the physical world and the structural relationships between them are
a key component of our ability to build tools, solve complex organizational problems and in general manipulate the
world around us.
In order to explore the relationships between vision, interaction and structural reasoning, we introduce a new environment and Lego simulator, which we call LegoTron,
designed specifically for interactive machine learning.
LegoTron leverages the fan-made LDraw[6] parts library
and LDCad[9] software which contain thousands of individual brick types, and annotations describing how they may be
connected to each other. We also include 1491 fan-made reproductions of official Lego models from the LDraw Open
1 Lego is an official trademark of the LEGO group, which has not endorsed this paper or dataset.
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from the scene. To add new bricks to a scene, an agent
must specify its part ID, color and placement, which may
be specified by either providing a position and orientation
of the new brick relative to the camera, or by specifying
connection points to attach to.
Moving existing bricks is similar. An agent can specify
a brick to move using either a 2D pixel location or an ID
based on the symbolic representation of the scene. The new
location of the brick can be specified using either connection points or raw position and rotation values. Additionally
we support discrete motion actions that translate or rotate
bricks by a fixed step size.
Bricks may also be removed from the scene entirely by
specifying either their symbolic ID or a 2D pixel location.
Data: We bundle 1491 fan-made reproductions of official Lego sets into LegoTron in order to provide a source of
natural data for learning agents. These use a total of 4,224
brick types which follow a long-tail distribution shown in
Figure 2. The models vary in size from 5 to 5197 bricks,
with the largest being a massive reproduction of the Millennium Falcon space ship from Star Wars. The mean set size
is 336.8 bricks, and the median is 131.5. Several examples
are shown in Figure 3.
Tasks: Our goal in building LegoTron is to provide a
resource that supports interactive construction, generative
modelling and scene understanding problems. However,
at the moment we do not provide explicit tasks or reward
structures along these lines and instead provide the simulator and data together as an open-ended learning environment. We are however eager to develop a standard set of
challenges to explore this data comprehensively.

Figure 2. Distribution of brick frequency in the OMR data with
examples of various common and rare bricks. The x-axis is the
log-rank of each class sorted by frequency with the most common
brick on the left and the least common on the right. The y-axis is
the log-frequency of each class.

2. LegoTron Environment
Scene Structure: The atomic units of our simulator are
individual Lego bricks. Each brick consists of a single rigid
shape with some number of annotated connection points
that describe where and how it may be attached to other
bricks. There are several different connection types that
may exist on individual bricks. The most common by far
are the prototypical studs that cover the top surface of many
bricks and the corresponding cavities that exist on the underside. We use the LDCad [9] snap point description metadata to describe these connection points.
In order to make Lego models accessible to a variety of
learning agents, we provide a suite of observation and action
spaces that can be combined to train different agents with
different modalities.
Observation: LegoTron supports color, depth and segmentation rendering for visual observation spaces. We use
a custom OpenGL renderer to allow both interactive and
headless rendering with EGL. We also support an observation space that returns a symbolic scene representation
consisting of a list of bricks, along with the color and 3D
transform of each, as well as a list of connection points that
are attached to each other.
We provide two camera motion action spaces that allow
a learning agent to manipulate the virtual camera that views
the 3D scene. The first is an orbital camera that remains
aimed at a fixed center point. In this setting an agent can
rotate the camera about the center point and translate closer
or farther from it. The second is a free floating camera that
can translate and rotate in any direction relative to the center
of the camera.
Action: We provide assembly and disassembly action
spaces that allow the agent to add, move and remove bricks

Figure 3. Examples of models from the Open Model Repository[6]
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Appendix: Data Sourcing
The data files included in LegoTron represent the creative works of hundreds of individuals who have generously made their work available for free online. All data
and external software used in LegoTron has been ethically
sourced from online repositories with Creative Commons
or other open licensing terms. Wherever possible we have
made efforts to contact the authors and community in order
to make them aware of our usage of this work. For more
information see github.com/aaronwalsman/ltron/LICENSE
and github.com/aaronwalsman/ltron/CONTRIBUTORS.
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